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SURSAUT DANCE COMPANY
The Sursaut Dance Company is dedicated to the creation, production, and dissemination of dance
works for young and family audiences. Joyful, poetic and touching, the company’s productions are
witness to the maturity of a progressive and evolutionary artistic vision, aimed at young audiences
since more than 30 years. Conscious of the intelligence, the openness, the great capacity to listen
and see and the demanding nature of young audiences, the company works with seriousness,
authenticity, and with the greatest respect for this audience. Presented from coast to coast in
Canada as well as internationally, Sursaut’s productions inspire and charm young and old alike,
everywhere they are presented.
Since 1987, Francine Châteauvert has been artistic director and choreographer, and through
her creations has succeeded in giving Sursaut a genuine identity. Decidedly contemporary, her
creations are imprinted with authenticity and freshness, offering performances imbued with a
poetic realism in a highly physical choreographic style. Her work is characterized by a finely tuned
choreographic language; a fusion of abstraction, symbolism, and theatricality of movement. She
has created more than 30 works for the Sursaut Dance Company. Having at heart the future of
the company, the artistic director has been collaborating with young artists who are invested in
the company and with whom she shares an artistic affinity. It is in this spirit that the production
Me Squared, choreographed by Stéphanie Brochard, was created.
The Sursaut Dance Company is a pioneering figure in the field of contemporary dance for young
and family audiences in Canada, and contributes to the development of professional dance outside
major urban centres. Firmly convinced of the importance of art for young audiences, the company
pursues its mandate and works to make dance accessible to all.

CHOREOGRAPHER: STÉPHANIE BROCHARD
Stéphanie Brochard trained in both dance and
theatre. She studied at the Conservatoire national
de region in Angers, France, at L’École de Danse de
Québec and went on to graduate from the teacher
training program at The National Ballet School of
Canada. She also studied at l’École Internationale de
Théâtre Jacques Lecoq in Paris, where she discovered
the world of physical theatre and clown. She teaches
on a regular basis in various dance training programs,
in addition to offering different workshops. She also
works with Les Jardins Chorégraphiques and Danse
Cadence, two baroque dance companies in Montreal.
Stéphanie Brochard joined the Sursaut Dance Company in 2008, and performs in all the company’s
productions as a dancer and is also Assistant Artistic Director since 2011. In 2015, she created
Me Squared, her first choreographic work, which is currently touring in Quebec and Canada with
the Sursaut Dance Company.
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LETTER FROM THE CHOREOGRAPHER
Me Squared has been my first experience in developing a choreographic project
on my own. When I began this exhilarating adventure in 2015, I knew it was
going to be both a milestone and an important source of inspiration in my
artistic practice.
As part of Sursaut’s core team since 2008, I’ve performed in all of the
company’s productions, in close collaboration with choreographer and director
Francine Châteauvert. Over the past decade, I’ve learned the ropes of putting
on a dance show, be it in terms of choreography, stage design, costumes or
music. Under the watchful eye of the choreographer, these elements are all able to weave together to create a
unique performance.
When Francine approached me to spearhead one of the company’s productions, it was like a dream come true.
It’s a big job with a lot of responsibility, but I know that I’m up to the task. The time has come for me to train
and lead an artistic team towards the creation of a new performance.
***

Adolescence is a time in life when we ask many questions and make important
decisions. It’s a period of invisibility, confusion and awkwardness, where unreason
seems to reign. In Me Squared, three teenagers live and grow together in a space
that I aimed to make meaningful — a playing field where everyone can make their
own rules and express themselves freely.
Each of us has our own body language and musicality. We learn to know each other,
we grow, we clash, we come together, and move apart. I took great pleasure in
discovering how to translate evolving relationships between people into choreography.
The set itself allowed me to use different spatial configurations for expanding and
diversifying our shared body language vocabulary. The accompanying music fuels
the various emotions of the protagonists, whereas the lighting underscores the life
experiences of the characters, as well as the space itself.
I can’t overstate the extent to which the dancers themselves also contributed to the
realization of this performance. Over the course of the project’s development, they
made suggestions, researched, rehearsed, and listened to others and each other,
remaining fully open and invested in the changes and demands inherent to this
way of working. It is, after all, the dancers that take the stage and perform the end
result of this process. They interpret what I wish to share with the public; they are
absolutely indispensable and it is with them that the most important part of this
creative work is carried out.
It’s always difficult to pinpoint exactly when a project is finished. Indeed, this
process is never truly over — there’s always room for improvement. However, what
most nurtures a work is presenting it to members of the public, themselves also
key participants in the creative process. A performance only comes to life when it
is shared, experienced and recreated through the eyes of the spectators, each with
their own unique perspective and subjectivity.
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Model of the set

Unpainted set

Making the costumes

ABOUT THE SHOW
Me Squared. It’s me before knowing or accepting who I am. It’s me hidden, disguised, concealed beneath
appearances. It’s me before understanding that being myself, the one and only me, is the ideal that is priceless.

Me Squared is a contemporary work that addresses questions that are particularly sensitive at the dawn of
adolescence, and explores the sometimes tortuous path in the quest of self and others.
Three protagonists evolve in a space reminiscent of abandoned buildings, a space that transforms with belonging
and rejection, with separations and reconciliation. Shadow play and subtle lighting effects serve to accentuate the
different personalities. In a highly energetic and athletic movement style, the characters dance from one “me” to
another, hoping finally to be someone in the midst of others.
CHOREOGRAPHER // Stéphanie Brochard
DANCERS // Amandine Garrido Gonzalez, Jasmine Inns, Xavier Malo
MUSIC // Vincent Lagadrillière
SET AND COSTUME DESIGN // Guylaine Carrier
LIGHTING // Andréanne Deschênes
ARTISTIC CONSULTANT // Francine Châteauvert
SCENARIST // Kathy Brochard
PHOTOS // François Lafrance
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ACTIVITY 1

(prior to the performance)

EMOTION THROUGH MUSIC
An activity using musical excerpts from the performance.
Step 1

Step 2

*Listen to the following musical excerpt:
http://bit.ly/2k4oegc

Listen to the following musical excerpts:
http://bit.ly/2zuN4cb & http://bit.ly/2BqylA8

Teaching goals:
Allowing students to immerse themselves in a piece of
music without contextual knowledge of the performance
from which it is taken. Making students aware of
music’s impact on our emotions.

Teaching goals:
Bringing students to discover and analyze the more
technical aspects of music. Comparing two excerpts
from the listening session. Identifying primary
characteristics of and differences between the two
excerpts. Determining what elements from a musical
piece can contribute to a dance performance.

Approach:
Using listening, imagery and visualization to fuel the
imagination.

Approach:
Using listening, imagery and visualization to fuel the
imagination.

Implementation:
During the listening session, ask students the following
question:

Implementation:
During the listening session, ask students the following
questions:

“What do you feel when you listen to this music?”

“What type of music is this?” (sung/instrumental,
rhythmic/calm, what instruments, sound effects,
repetition, tempo…)

On a piece of paper, have students write three words
expressing the feelings inspired by this music.

WORDS

“What does this music arouse in your imagination?”
(themes, places, colours, atmospheres, textures,
actions, movements…)

•
•

Invite students to express and share their interpretations
of the musical excerpts. Following the discussion, read
the provided description of the choreographic piece to
the class and introduce primary themes used in dance,
in preparation for the performance.

•
Invite students to share their three words with the class
and to explain their experience and appreciation of the
musical excerpt. Following the discussion, read the
provided description of the choreographic piece to the
class and introduce primary themes used in dance, in
preparation for the performance.

COMPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
Before composing the piece, the composer gets
acquainted with the script and set, and closely studies
the choreographic sequences to be used by the dancers.
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ACTIVITY 1

(prior to the performance)

EMOTION THROUGH MUSIC
Types of knowledge explored:
Students’ socio-affective abilities.
Target group: Grades 3-8
General educational areas: Community life and citizenship
Cross-sectional skills: Critical thinking

Elementary
Learning area
Language Arts

Disciplinary skill

Skill component

Oral communication

Sharing views and feelings during an interactive situation

Appreciation

Analyzing a piece of music

Dance
Drama
Music
			

Secondary
Learning area
Language Arts

Disciplinary skill

Skill component

Oral communication

Speaking in a group setting

Appreciation

Interpreting the meaning of a work

Dance
Drama
Music

www.sursaut.ca
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ACTIVITY 2

(prior to and following the performance)

DISCOVERING STAGE DESIGN ELEMENTS
Step 1: prior to the performance
Teaching goals:
Raising students’ awareness of stage design, discovering its role and importance in choreographic work.
Examining stage design via photos.

At what point during the process of creating the performance was the stage design developed?
Choreographer Stéphanie Brochard began the creation of Me Squared by writing the script. Following this first
phase, she tackled the scenography, in collaboration with stage designer Guylaine Carrier. Stage design plays
an important role in the project, to the point of being considered a fourth character. The set was ready for when
the dancers began working on the choreography in the studio. As such, the set’s 3D structure allowed for the
development of rich and varied body language, including hand and footwork, jumps, pirouettes, somersaults and
handstands, in many variations and on many different levels. The set itself fuels the sequences, and enables
variance in the energy and power relationships between dancers, who are constantly interacting with it. It creates
perspective, depth and spatial dynamics, ceaselessly transforming the dancers’ space. Moreover, the set is an
integral part of the choreographic sequencing, as it is the dancers themselves who handle and move set elements
around during the performance.
Following this discussion, touch on visual aspects of the photos with the students.
Instigate discussion using the following questions:
“What information are we able to get from these photos?”
“What do we learn about place, atmosphere, forms of expression, costumes, colours, lighting, and the performers
themselves?”
Encourage students to keep these questions in mind during their viewing experience.

Step 2: following the performance
In light of information gleaned via these questions, ask students to share their observations related to stage design
and its impact on the performance.
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ACTIVITY 2

(prior to and following the performance)

DISCOVERING STAGE DESIGN ELEMENTS
Types of knowledge explored:
Role of stage design, its importance in choreographic work.
Target group: Grades 3-11
General educational areas: Guidance and entrepreneurship
Cross-sectional skills: Critical thinking

Elementary
Learning area
Language Arts

Disciplinary skill

Skill component

Oral communication

Sharing views and feelings during an interactive situation

Appreciation

Forming a critical or aesthetic opinion

Dance
Visual Arts
Drama
		

Secondary
Learning area
Language Arts

Disciplinary skill

Skill component

Oral communication

Speaking in a group setting

Appreciation

Describing one’s experience and appreciation of a work

Dance
Visual Arts
Drama

www.sursaut.ca
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ACTIVITY 3

(prior to the performance)

PLAYING WITH SPACE
Teaching goals:
Exploring the stage space with students. Depending on how the space is used, understanding the spectator’s point
of view, and the emotions and meanings behind it.

Blocking and the relationship with the spectator:
Facing audience: Shows openness, self-affirmation.
Diagonal to audience: Shows openness onto a hidden part of the self.
Sideways to audience: Shows only a small part of the self, deadlock, hesitation.
Back to audience: No openness, withdrawal into the self.
Moving closer to audience: Emphasizes feelings (subtle body language, clear focus).
Moving away from audience: Emphasizes body language (simple and visible).
Implementation:
Divide students into groups of three. Have students
create and sequence three different sets of blocking
that play with the following elements:
•

Space

•

Gaze

•

Solo, duo, trio modes

•

Positioning between dancers
(face to face, side by side, back to back)

•

Positioning relative to audience
(facing, sideways, back to, diagonal)

•

Stage space
(downstage, centre, or upstage)

Divide students into two groups. One group presents
their project while the other watches, then vice versa.

*Observe and analyze the impact on the audience.
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ACTIVITY 3

(prior to the performance)

PLAYING WITH SPACE
Types of knowledge explored:
Movement in relation to space, relationships between collaborators and with the audience.
Target group: Grades 5-11
General educational areas: Guidance and entrepreneurship
Cross-sectional skills: Implementation of creative thinking

Elementary
Learning area

Disciplinary skill

Dance
Creativity
Drama

Skill component
Implementing creative ideas stemming from a specific
intention

			

Secondary
Learning area

Disciplinary skill

Skill component

Dance

Creating a dance project

Drama

Creating a theatrical project Structuring a theatrical project

www.sursaut.ca

Structuring a dance project
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ACTIVITY 4

(following the performance)

WHO I AM AND HOW I SHOW IT
Teaching goals:
Addressing themes explored in the performance. Encouraging students to reflect on identity and identity crisis,
dress codes, introspection, sense of belonging, difference and diversity among individuals.
Ask students the following questions:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Who am I? (tastes, interests, values…)
What does it mean to take one’s place?
What is difference? What is diversity?
What are labels?
What impact do the clothes we wear have on our appearance?
How far are we willing to go? What are the risks of wanting to be accepted?

Implementation:
Much like the baseball cap in the performance, have students make a drawing or painting of an object that
represents their personality and uniqueness. Emphasize the beauty in difference, accepting diversity, and freedom
from labels. Have students then present their work to each other in short oral presentations.
COMPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
In Me Squared, the baseball cap is the catalyst of the narrative, allowing for connection between the dancers.
Each cap represents the personality of one of the dancers; the diversity of colours symbolizes the diversity of
individuals.
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ACTIVITY 4

(following the performance)

WHO I AM AND HOW I SHOW IT
Types of knowledge explored:
Colours, shapes, layout, materials, visual language.

Target group: Grades 3-8
General educational areas: Health and well-being
Cross-sectional skills: Implementing creative thinking

Elementary
Learning area

Disciplinary skill

Skill component

Language Arts

Oral communication

Evaluating and improving personal expression and
interactive skills

Visual Arts

Personal creativity

Implementing creative ideas stemming from a specific
intention

			

Secondary
Learning area

Disciplinary skill

Skill component

Language Arts

Oral communication

Speaking in a group setting

Visual Arts

Creating original images

Implementing creative ideas to create visual art

www.sursaut.ca
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ACTIVITY 5

(following the performance)

EXPERIENCING LANGUAGE THROUGH LIGHT
Teaching goals:
Encouraging students to express their impressions of and reflections on Me Squared.
Discussing different types of lighting used in the performance.
Implementation:

Step 1
•

Have each student spontaneously write down five words inspired by their experience of the performance.

•

Have each student write a short text (five to ten lines) using these words.

Step 2
•

In pairs, have students create mini-productions for the oral presentation of their texts.

•

Using flashlights, integrate and experiment with light-play.

•

Within the pairs, have one student perform, while the other creates atmosphere through lighting.
Then, switch roles.

•

If desired, students can integrate a representative personal object into the performance.

COMPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
In dance productions, light plays a key role. In Me Squared, each type of lighting used is subtly connected to
the personality of one of the dancers: flashlight, torch, hanging lamp. Lighting creates atmosphere, allows for
shadow play, and highlights introspection, self-discovery, mystery, exploration, and personality. The lighting work
performed by the dancers themselves is an integral part of the performance’s choreographic sequences.
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ACTIVITY 5

(following the performance)

EXPERIENCING LANGUAGE THROUGH LIGHT
Types of knowledge explored:
Stage design, lighting, stage direction.
Writing and communication skills.
Target group: Grades 5-8
General educational areas: Community life and citizenship (respecting diversity)
Cross-sectional skills: Critical thinking, implementing creative ideas, communicating appropriately

Elementary
Learning area
Language Arts

Disciplinary skill

Skill component

Writing
Oral communication

Using one’s own knowledge and experiences
Verbally exploring various subjects as a means of forming
thoughts

Creativity

Implementing creative ideas stemming from a specific
intention

Dance
Drama
			

Secondary
Learning area

Disciplinary skill

Skill component

Language Arts

Writing
Oral communication

Implementing creativity
Speaking in a group setting

Dance

Creating a dance project

Implementing creative ideas to develop a dance project

Drama

Creating a theatrical project Implementing creative ideas to develop a theatrical project

www.sursaut.ca
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ACTIVITY 6

(following the performance)

PHOTOGRAPHY INSPIRES CHOREOGRAPHY
Teaching goals:
Coaching students in the creation of a choreographic sequence based on three photos.
Exploring the following themes: search for identity, difference, sense of belonging and acceptance of diversity.
Implementation:
•

Break students into groups of three.

•

Have each group explore aforementioned themes via a creative project based on selected photos.

•

Each project should represent one of the following phases: introspection, confrontation (identity crisis),
self-acceptance / acceptance of diversity.

•

Use solo, duo and trio modes in the sequencing of the project.

•

Have students associate action verbs and other dance-oriented
language with each of the chosen photos, and integrate them into
the project.

•

Have student present their projects to the rest of the class.

Photos related to a particular theme
Selection of photos with associated verbs and vocabulary:

Introspection, low level, twisted forms

Play, anchor point, turning, weightlessness,
stopping, balancing, levels, climbing

Stopping, levels, rapid-fire, rebounding

Pushing, hitting, rapid-fire, stopping, balance,
proving yourself, action/reaction

Rivalry, lifting, levels, running, pulling,
pushing, falling, blocking, challenging others

Personalities, sense of belonging, uniqueness,
well-being/discomfort, freedom, diversity

Unison, rapid-fire, closeness, transfer of weight,
angular shapes, action/reaction
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ACTIVITY 6

(following the performance)

PHOTOGRAPHY INSPIRES CHOREOGRAPHY
Types of knowledge explored:
Dance language and movement technique, expressivity used to convey a message, relationships between
collaborators.
Target group: Grades 5-11
General educational areas: Health and well-being
Cross-sectional skills: Implementing creative thinking

Elementary
Learning area

Disciplinary skill

Dance
Creativity
Drama

Skill component
Implementing creative ideas stemming from a specific
intention

			

Secondary
Learning area

Disciplinary skill

Skill component

Dance

Creating dance projects

Implementing creative ideas to develop a dance project

Drama

Creating theatrical projects

Implementing creative ideas to develop a theatrical project

www.sursaut.ca
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ACTIVITY 7

(following the performance)

IMPROVISING WITH MOVEMENT
Teaching goals:
Bringing students to explore movement through guided improvisation. Discussion of the following terms: inclusion/
exclusion, moving together/apart, conflict/reconciliation, encounter/separation. Identifying action verbs and types
of energy associated with these words.
Approach:
Have students use observation, close listening, imitation and place-marking in improvisational situations. Draw on
diverse means to appropriate strategies from dance language and technique.
Implementation:

Step 1 (in groups, then individually)
•

Identify movement-based types of energy: gentle, jerky, small, big, sudden, sustained…

•

Identify action verbs: turning, seizing, throwing, hitting, falling, jumping, raising, lowering, running, rolling…

•

Experiment with isolated movements based on instructions from the teacher.

•

Integrate levels into movements used: low, medium, high.

•

Vary the directions of movements used.

Step 2 (in pairs)
•

Experiment with movement in pairs.

•

Create a short dance sequence inspired by this experimentation.

Sequence examples:
•

Starting position, action of meeting, action of separation, final position.

•

Starting position, conflict-based movement, reconciliation-based movement, final position.

•

Starting position, exclusion-based movement, inclusion-based movement, final position.

*Variant: This activity can also be based on a theatrical improvisation.
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ACTIVITY 7

(following the performance)

IMPROVISING WITH MOVEMENT
Types of knowledge explored:
Dance language and movement technique, choreographic structures.
Target group: Grades 3-11
General educational areas: Health and well-being
Cross-sectional skills: Implementing creative thinking

Elementary
Learning area

Disciplinary skill

Skill component

Dance

Creativity

Implementing dance language and movement

Drama

Creativity

Implementing theatrical language

Secondary
Learning area

Disciplinary skill

Skill component

Dance

Creating dance projects

Implementing dance language

Drama

Creating theatrical project

Implementing theatrical language

www.sursaut.ca
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ACTIVITY 8

(following the performance)

THE ROLES OF
CHOREOGRAPHER AND PERFORMER
Prior to this activity, have students watch the following video:
https://youtu.be/YfRB9cB81dM
Teaching goals:
Explaining to students the roles of choreographer and performer.
Allowing students to experience these roles within one creative project.
Implementation:
Have students create movement sequences in groups of three, so that each student has the opportunity to take on
the roles of both choreographer and performer. Projects should be inspired by the video of the dance piece viewed
by students prior to the exercise.

Step 1
Explain the following terms to students, and give an example of each movement from the video:
•

Unison: Performers carry out movements in unison, all at the same time.

•

Rapid-fire: Performers carry out a sequence of movements quicky, one after the other.

•

Stopping: Performers temporarily freeze during a movement sequence.

•

Repetition: Performers repeat a movement or movement sequence once or several times.

Step 2
Elements to be used in the exercise:
•

As in the video, the starting position and final position must be the same, and chosen together.

•

Each student must create two sets of eight movements, and teach them to their teammates
(creation of six eight-movement sets in total).

•

Each of the four movement terms must be used in the project, in any order.

•

Movements must be carried out in harmony with the other performers during the dance sequence.

Step 3
Have students present their projects to the rest of the class.
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ACTIVITY 8

(following the performance)

THE ROLES OF
CHOREOGRAPHER AND PERFORMER
Types of knowledge explored:
Understanding choreographer and performer roles.
Composition, structuring, dance language and movement technique.
Target group: Grades 5-11
General educational areas: Health and well-being
Cross-sectional skills: Implementing creative ideas, problem-solving, co-operation

Elementary
Learning area
Dance

Disciplinary skill
Creativity

Skill component
Structuring elements stemming from creative choices

			

Secondary
Learning area
Dance

www.sursaut.ca

Disciplinary skill
Creating dance projects

Skill component
Structuring a dance project
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ACTIVITY 9

(following the performance)

PERFORMANCE APPRECIATION
Teaching goals:
Bringing students to reflect on their experience as viewers of Me Squared.
Learning to describe one’s observations on dance language and preparations for the performance.
Learning to express one’s opinion and appreciation of a performance in written and oral forms.
Implementation:
Write a text listing responses to the performance.
Adapt response requirements for secondary students, according to knowledge level.
1-

Describe the performance using dance-oriented language (themes, energy, set, lighting, costumes, 		
movement characteristics, movement amplitude, levels, lifts, connections and points of contact between
performers).

2-

What did you find most memorable about this performance?

3-

What did you most like about this performance? Why?

4-

What did you least like about this performance? Why?
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ACTIVITY 9

(following the performance)

PERFORMANCE APPRECIATION
Types of knowledge explored:
Ability to reflect on and convey perceptions and feelings about dance and stage elements from Me Squared.
Target group: Grades 3-11
General educational areas: Community life and citizenship
Cross-sectional skills: Critical thinking

Elementary
Learning area

Language Arts

Disciplinary skill

Skill component
Implementing writing skills for various purposes

Writing
Oral communication

Evaluating expressive and interactive skills in order to improve
upon them

Appreciation

Porter un jugement d’ordre critique ou esthétique

Dance
Drama
Music

			

Secondary
Learning area

Language Arts

Disciplinary skill
Writing

Skill component
Writing a coherent text

Oral communication

Evaluating expressive and interactive skills in order to improve
upon them

Appreciation

Forming a critical or aesthetic opinion

Dance
Drama
Music

www.sursaut.ca
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For more information visit our website
WWW.SURSAUT.CA

250, du Dépôt, #322, Sherbrooke (Quebec) J1H 5G1
Tel.: (819) 822-8912
info@sursaut.ca
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